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Abstract: On-screen videos are a potentially powerful learning tool. However, their success de-

pends on their instructional design. Videos allow the real-time demonstration of solution proce-

dures and can yield fast and effective learning. Nonetheless, learning outcomes often cannot be 

maintained in the medium term. In order to foster deep and meaningful processing and thereby 

foster sustainable learning, the single actions of the solution process were segmented into small 

steps using labels (labeling) to indicate the learning content and/ or an interactive push button 

(pacing) emphasizing the key feature of each step. 101 university students took part in this study. 

They examined an unknown computer application with on-screen videos. The results showed a 

clear advantage of videos with respect to declarative and procedural knowledge in comparison to a 

standard introduction of the computer application. Videos with labeling and without pacing sup-

ported the acquisition of declarative knowledge, whereas videos with pacing improved procedural 

knowledge. 

 

Introduction 
Dynamic visualizations such as videos or animations are playing an increasingly more important role in dif-

ferent learning contexts. On-screen videos as a special case of videos provide the opportunity to demonstrate appli-

cation possibilities within a multimedia learning environment, thereby featuring the learning contents within their 

authentic context. Several studies examining on-screen videos as learning tools have already demonstrated that these 

videos are highly accepted by the learners and that they possess motivational potential (Atlas, Cornett, Lane, & 

Napier, 1997). Another advantage unique to videos is the possibility to teach contents that are easy to show but 

difficult to verbalize (e.g., how to navigate within a software application). Sometimes words are just not enough to 

describe real-time changes (Sukaviriya, Isaacs, & Bharat, 1992; Tversky, Morrison, & Betrancourt, 2002). Further-

more, by using videos quick and effective learning is possible (Palmiter & Elkerton, 1993). Videos can provide 

worked-out examples demonstrating the steps experts use in solving authentic, complex problems. Ideally, these 

examples are designed and implemented according to the instructional model of example-based learning by Renkl 

and Atkinson (in press; Renkl, 2005), so that observational learning is possible (Bandura, 1977). Video-based mod-

eling of behavior has been shown to be effective within other settings such as learning to solve problems collabora-

tively (Rummel & Spada, 2005) or while learning to argue (Schworm & Renkl, 2005).  

 

Despite the described positive effects of learning with videos, there are some typical problems which make 

instructional design necessary. The main problem is shallow processing of the central contents due to excessive 

demands. Consequentially, learners only mimic and do not process the learning content deeply (Atlas et al., 1997). 

People obviously have difficulties in accurately perceiving and conceiving real-time animations (Proffitt, Kaiser, & 

Whelan, 1990). To extract the ‘message’ contained in an animated visual is problematic and may need direct 

prompting (Rieber, 1989). The excessive demands are due to the continuous flow of the presentation: Occasionally, 

there are multiple activities occurring at several locations simultaneously, requiring a distribution of attention. 

Moreover, learners only have a limited amount of time to study each video-segment; this can cause problems if new 

segments of information are being introduced faster than the earlier segment can be processed and transferred to 

long term memory. Interference or retroactive inhibition (Baddeley, 1997) is likely, and ineffective cognitive load 

may inhibit learning. 

 

Our instructional design approach addresses the aforementioned deficits to produce high-quality videos, 

implementing the principles of Mayer’s theory of multi-media learning (Mayer, 1997; Mayer & Moreno, 2003). For 

example, the modality principle was considered, which states that learning is facilitated through using animation and 
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spoken text instead of using animation and written text. Therefore, all videos contained spoken text explanations, 

which were the same in all experimental conditions. Additionally, we implemented color coding according to the 

signaling principle (Mayer & Moreno, 2003) in all videos. Highlighting draws the users’ attention to the important 

features. Furthermore, VCR-like control (video-cassette recorder) was installed to minimize the excessive demands 

for the learners due to the continuous flow of the videos. These design features were kept consistent in all video 

conditions.  

 

It has been repeatedly shown learners often lack the ability to extract the relevant information from videos. 

Hence, prompting or coaching functions are sensible reinforcement techniques (Rieber, 1989). In the context of on-

screen videos, learners are assumed to need prompting to extract the relevant declarative information (facts), and 

need guidance to extract the procedural knowledge in order to construct applicable practical knowledge. A solution 

to foster the extraction of knowledge is the segmentation or sub-goal learning which means that the solution process 

of a complex task will be divided into small, meaningful building blocks. Such a segmentation of the solution 

through worked-out examples has been very successful in other settings, for example, in learning probability calcu-

lation (Catrambone, 1998). More specifically, by segmenting a solution procedure into meaningful building blocks 

using ‘headings’ to provide a label for the individual sub-goals of a complex procedure, learners are made aware of 

what they are about to learn. It can be assumed that knowledge acquisition proceeds from a declarative to a proce-

dural, compiled form (Anderson, 1993, 1995). Acquiring knowledge about single steps and their function (i.e., the 

sub-goals to be achieved) facilitates the construction of procedural knowledge. Thus, labeling (i.e., naming the 

meaningful building blocks) should foster declarative knowledge acquisition because learners are directly prompted 

to extract the relevant sub-goals. Being aware of the relevant sub-goals is, in turn, important for developing effective 

procedural knowledge. 

 

A possible disadvantage of dynamic representations such as videos is that learners do not put enough effort 

into active learning activities because they perceive it as a ‘easy’ media (Salomon, 1984). An approach to avoid this 

kind of passivity is to actively engage learners in the on-screen video by introducing pacing in the form of an inter-

active push button. The push button appears at the key point of a segment. Consequently, the learners’ attention 

should be drawn toward the relevant content and the steps leading to a solution. Perception and conception of solu-

tion procedures are fostered and should, therein, boost learning outcomes. 

 

In order to test the two described instructional design features and the overall effectiveness of on-screen 

videos we had participants work with a new computer application, which benefited substantially from the previously 

mentioned advantages of this particular media – namely, it is possible to demonstrate the task’s solutions within the 

software application to be learned.  

 
Research Questions 

We addressed the following research questions: 

1. Do instructionally designed on-screen videos lead to more favorable learning outcomes when they are compared 

to the enriched standard introduction of a computer application?  

2. Does labeling and/ or learner-controlled pacing in instructionally designed on-screen videos foster learning 

outcomes? 

3. Do the experimental conditions differ with respect to motivation and acceptance? 

 
Method 
Participants 

In the experiment N = 101 students (61 females, 40 males, mean age: 25.08 years) from different depart-

ments at the University of Freiburg participated. Students were selected if they had at least some general computer 

knowledge and no prior knowledge of the application to be learned (i.e., RagTime). We assessed computer knowl-

edge (declarative and procedural knowledge) by a net-based test. 152 students finished the test (M = 168.73, SD = 

49.64). The minimal score to be reached for taking part in the study was 140 points, 101 students reached that 

threshold (M = 186.67, SD = 45.45). Participants were randomly assigned to the five different experimental condi-

tions. 
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Design and Materials 

The five experimental conditions are described below. 

 
Enriched Standard Introduction Condition (Control Group) 

The standard introduction of the desktop publishing program RagTime consisted of small animations with-

out narration. Afterwards, subjects got two ‘learning cards’ (Carroll, 1990, 1998) with important features to be ex-

plored and learned. These features were the same as in the on-screen video conditions. Furthermore, the learning 

task was the same as in the on-screen video conditions. Thus, we had a ‘fair’ control group in the sense of equivalent 

learning contents and goals. 

 
On-Screen Videos (4 Conditions) 

The learners were provided with four different on-screen video conditions containing the same learning 

contents (2x2 factorial design). All four videos were designed according to the principles of Mayer’s theory of 

multi-media learning (Mayer, 1997; Mayer & Moreno, 2003). For example, the modality principle was considered, 

which states that learning is enhanced by using animation and spoken text rather than using animation and written 

text. Therefore, all videos contained spoken text explanations, which were the same in all conditions instead of writ-

ten text explanations. Furthermore, all videos contained green highlights and VCR-like control as aforementioned. 

These design features were kept consistent. In the labeling condition (label: with; pacing: without) the beginning of 

each step was indicated by providing a label (e.g., "Opening a file"). At the end of each segment the label was re-

peated (e.g., "This was opening a file") in order to emphasize the end of a segment (see Figure 1). In the pacing 

condition (label: without; pacing: with) the learners were instructed that at the beginning of each important new step 

the video stops until the user clicks on the interactive push button situated at the key position of each step. Thereby, 

it is expected that participants will briefly consider this step before moving onto the next. Within the labeling and 

pacing condition (label: with; pacing: with) both instructional procedures were realized, whereas in the video-control 

group (label: without; pacing: without) learners had to watch the solely animated instructionally designed video.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Label Condition. 

 
Procedures 

The learning environment was designed and framed as a software tutorial in which the participants could 

learn a new computer application. The experiment consisted of two sessions: In the first session (lasting about two 

hours), the learners watched seven videos about the computer application RagTime or worked with the standard 

introduction plus a guided exploration with two learning cards. Additionally, learners in the labeling and pacing 

conditions started by watching a very short video of 1min 30s in order to introduce the specifics of their conditions 

(e.g., how to handle the interactive push button). Once the videos were started, the learners had to follow a pre-

determined order of lessons. All tests and questionnaires were provided online. 
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In the second session three days later (lasting about one hour), a delayed post-experiment test on declara-

tive and procedural knowledge was administered. With respect to procedural knowledge we only present in this 

article an overall score for both testing sessions, because we employed different test items at each occasion in order 

to be able to cover an appropriate range of skills (the number of problem-solving items at the first measurement 

point was very restricted due to the length of the experimental sessions and corresponding effects of fatigue).  

 
Instruments 

The post-test measured the acquired declarative knowledge by multiple-choice items (i.e., “Where do I find 

the function ‘object coordinates’?” � four answer possibilities plus a “I do not know” were provided) and open 

knowledge questions (i.e., “What are the advantages of a circular pipeline?”� three facts to be named). The ac-

quired procedural knowledge was tested by problems to be solved (learner got a print-out of the final solution and 

the required materials to reproduce it). We assessed motivation and acceptance by a test derived from instruments of 

Deci and Ryan (Deci & Ryan, 1985) and Rheinberg and Vollmeyer (Rheinberg, Vollmeyer, & Burns, 2001; 

Rheinberg, Vollmeyer, & Engeser, 2003). Motivation was measured with different scales like interest, challenge, 

effort, perceived competence and flow. As all scales were substantially inter-correlated, an overall score of motiva-

tion was determined.  

 
Results 

The results are presented in separate sections for the different dependent variables: declarative knowledge, 

procedural knowledge, and motivation. Within each section the analyses are presented in the order of the research 

questions.  

 
Declarative Knowledge 

To test the hypothesis that instructionally designed on-screen videos lead to more favorable immediate and 

medium-term learning outcomes in comparison to the enriched standard introduction (research question 1), an a- 

priori contrast was calculated that compared the mean of the control group with the video conditions (see Table 1 for 

the descriptive statistics). The two post-tests were included by an ANOVA model with repeated measurements. The 

video conditions out-performed the enriched standard introduction (main effect), F(1, 96) = 152.82, p < .01, η
2
 = .61 

(very strong effect). The increase of learning outcomes between the two testing sessions was also significant, F(1, 

96) =50.75, p < .01, η
2
 = .35 (very strong effect). The effects of time had to be qualified by a significant interaction 

between the different groups and the factor time, F(4, 96) = 3.48, p < .05, η
2
 = .13 (medium effect), indicating that 

the increase of knowledge from the immediate post-experiment test to the delayed post-experiment test was due to 

the video conditions. 

 

Table 1: Means and Standard Deviations (in Parentheses) of the Dependent Variables  

 

 
Experimental condition 

Dependent variable Control Group 
No Pacing, 

no Label 
Pacing Label Pacing & Label 

Post-test: 

Declarative 

.47 

(.28) 

1.02 

(.22) 

1.00 

(.22) 

1.16 

(.15) 

.99 

(.22) 

Delayed post-test:  

Declarative 

.48 

(.39) 

1.21 

(.29) 

1.32 

(.34) 

1.45 

(.17) 

1.26 

(.34) 

Procedural knowledge  
18.03 

(5.16) 

23.68 

(6.12) 

28.37 

(5.66) 

27.79 

(5.71) 

27.36 

(7.97) 

Motivation 
2.88 

(.70) 

2.94 

(.47) 

3.08 

(.46) 

2.98 

(.49) 

2.94 

(.47) 
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Acceptance 
1.27 

(.31) 

1.27 

(.25) 

1.33 

(.21) 

1.31 

(.26) 

1.28 

(.30) 

 
In order to answer the second research question we tested the learning effects of the instructional design 

variants of the on-screen videos with a 2x2 design (see Figure 2) – without the enriched standard introduction. An 

ANOVA indicated an increase of learning outcomes across the two testing sessions, F(1, 77) = 79.62, p < .01, η
2
 = 

.51 (very strong effect). This enhancement of learning was found in all four conditions (no significant interactions 

with time). Neither the main effect for labeling nor for pacing reached the level of significance. However, the inter-

action between the two experimental conditions label and pacing was highly significant, F(1, 77) = 5.50, p < .05, η
2
 

= .07 (medium effect). Labels without learner-controlled pacing was the most favorable learning condition in com-

parison to the other experimental groups with respect to post-test and delayed post-test performance. 

 

 

Figure 2. Declarative Knowledge (2x2 Design). 

 
Procedural Knowledge 

The planned contrast comparing the control group with the video conditions (research question 1) revealed 

that learning with videos leads to more favorable procedural learning outcomes than learning with an enriched stan-

dard introduction, F(1, 95) = 13.70, p < .01, η
2
 = .13 (medium effect; see Table 1). Turning our attention to the ef-

fects of the video design features, we found a significant main effect for pacing, F(1, 76) = 4.44, p < .05, η
2 

= .06 

(medium effect), meaning that pacing yielded to the best learning outcomes in procedural knowledge acquisition. 

 
Motivation 

Previous findings that videos are highly accepted by learners and that they are experienced as very motivat-

ing in comparison to other learning conditions could not be replicated (see Table 1). An a priori contrast compared 

the control group with the four video conditions and found no significant difference in motivation (ANOVA; F < 1). 

The same was true with respect to acceptance (ANOVA; F < 1). Subjects in all groups experienced roughly the 

same degree of motivation and accepted their learning conditions in a comparable way. 

 
Discussion 

The goal of this study was first to test the usefulness of on-screen videos as a learning media in general, and 

secondly to analyze the effects of certain instructional design features for on-screen videos. Our research questions 

can be answered as follows: instructionally designed on-screen videos are indeed a very effective learning media in 

comparison to an enriched standard introduction of a computer application. This applies for the acquisition of de-

clarative knowledge as well as procedural knowledge. In both cases we found substantial effects. This finding is not 

trivial as previous findings showed that learners are often not able to extract the essentials out of a dynamic visuali-

zation (Rieber, 1989).  
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With respect to the question about the effects of our instructional design features, we found that labeling 

without learner pacing is especially advantageous in fostering declarative knowledge, not only in an immediate test 

but also in a medium term perspective. Presumably, the sub-goal oriented learning brought structure into the presen-

tation that supported the acquisition of declarative knowledge. However, there was not enough time for practice so 

that this declarative knowledge could transform into meaningful procedural knowledge (e.g., Anderson, 1995). 

 

With respect to our second video design feature, pacing in form of an interactive push button, we found a 

significant positive effect on problem solving performance, but not on declarative knowledge. A potential explana-

tion for the fact that learner pacing primarily affected procedural knowledge is that this type of pacing involved the 

learner in a "procedural" way during example study. 

 

A rather astonishing finding is the increase of knowledge over the time in the video conditions, because re-

search shows that learning by video is ineffective in the medium and long term or that little has been acquired at all 

(Atlas et al., 1997). Our results could partially be explained by the demanding experimental setting: subjects had to 

watch videos for over one hour – without working on any exercises – and reported in a feedback questionnaire that 

they felt slightly overwhelmed at having to immediately apply their knowledge in the tests and tasks. Even though 

performance might not have been optimal due to fatigue in the immediate test, it is noteworthy that the learning 

outcomes were maintained in the medium term and did not vanish as reported in other studies. These results support 

the assumption that the well-designed videos can significantly influence the quality of learning – even in the me-

dium term perspective.  

 

The expectation that videos should lead to more favorable levels of motivation and that the learning mate-

rial would be better accepted could not be shown. However, this finding suggests that the experimental conditions 

have been regarded as equally fair with respect to their motivational potential. 

 

The present pattern of results show that instructionally designed videos are a powerful learning tool. Rather 

than declaring a fixed list of design features, it is more useful to select the particular design features that best assist 

the attainment of particular learning goals. More specifically, if declarative knowledge acquisition is the primary 

goal only labels should be used. On the other hand, if the learning is aimed at enhancing procedural knowledge users 

should be integrated into the videos by using interactive click-buttons at the key positions of each step. Furthermore, 

it can be stated that with both kinds of prompting the learners were able to extract the relevant message out of a 

dynamic visual and to learn by observation in a quick and effective manner. 

 

Despite the fact that the videos were successful, we are convinced that they could be even more effective 

when they are applied in combination with other methods like guided exploration or exercise (Kehoe, Stasko, & 

Taylor, 2001). In a follow-up study, we analyze the effect of a combination approach. Future research should also 

explore the possibility to generalize our findings with respect to the video design concept to other learning materials 

and to different presentation modes. We assume that the present design concept easily applies to slightly different 

presentation modes such as animations. It is a more open question whether the design guideline can be generalized 

to other more ill-defined learning contents (e.g., learning to argue).  
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